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Abstract. Plane-wave ultrasoft pseudopotential calculations are performed to study
the structural stability and the electronic structure of N- or C-monodoped TiO2. Firstly,
various models of nonmetal doped TiO2 are optimized to calculate the defect forma-
tion energy of different dopants. It is found that the Ti-rich condition facilitates N- or
C-doping. The nonmetallic oxide of C and N in high valence facilitates doping under
the Ti-rich condition. The element and the oxide of C and N in low valence facilitate
doping under the O-rich condition. Secondly, the energy band structure of doped TiO2
is analyzed. The results show that N-doping generates a semi-filled shallow impurity
energy level near the top of the valence band. C-doping generates three deep impu-
rity energy levels within the band gap which easily become the recombination centers
of electrons and holes. Finally, the bonds between atoms are analyzed using the elec-
tron density map and the bond population. It is found that the electronegativity of
impurities determines the position of the impurity energy level. These results help to
understand the effects of nonmetal doping on the photocatalytic properties of TiO2.
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1 Introduction

TiO2 is a promising semiconductor material with wide band gap which presents excellent
photoelectric and photocatalytic properties. It has received intense attention in the photo-
catalytic technology [1,2] and dye sensitized solar cells [3,4]. However, the wide band gap
(3.23 eV) and high photo-generated electron-hole recombining rate limit its application in
the photocatalytic field. So it is necessary to perform modification. A common modifying
method is transition metal doping, such as V-, Cr-, Mn-, Fe-, Co- and Nb-doping [5, 6].
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The photocatalytic activity of transition metal cation doped TiO2 is decreased except for
few cases, since these doping methods generate deep local level of dopant which easily
becomes recombination center of electrons and holes [5–7]. However, nonmetal doped
TiO2 is the photocatalytic material with excellent performance. For example, sputtering
has been used to prepare TiO2−xNx coating by Asahi et al. [8]. It is found that the elec-
tronic states of N 2p orbital narrow the band gap by mixing those of O 2p orbits. Also, the
spectral response clearly moved to the visible region. The experimental results show that
N-, C- and other nonmetal doping help to improve the photocatalytic performance [9]. It
is also found that the impurity energy levels of nonmetal doped TiO2 are likely to form
the recombination centers of electrons and holes, which reduce the photocatalytic effi-
ciency [10, 11].

The preparation methods and conditions of these photocatalyst materials are differ-
ent, which leads to the difference of the geometry structure and the material composition.
It is very difficult to analyze the modification mechanism of nonmetal doped TiO2 using
experiment. Thus, it is necessary to study the stability of geometry structure and energy
band structure using first-principle method [12]. Valentin et al. [13] have used ultrasoft
pseudopotential method to study the electronic structure and the defect formation ener-
gies of C-doped TiO2. But they have not considered the charged defect formation ener-
gies. Recently, the C- or N-doped TiO2 have been studied by Yang et al. [14] and Tao et
al. [15] and have been found to have ferromagnetism. However, the type and stability
of the doped structure have not been studied. Many studies have shown that nonmetal
doped TiO2 can effectively enhance the range of spectral response [16–19]. High concen-
trations of nonmetal doping are difficult to achieve, which restricts its application in the
photocatalytic fields. Thus, first-principles calculations are performed to study nonmetal
doped TiO2. Then the defect formation energies are calculated. After that, the effects
of doping species on the impurity concentration are discussed. Finally, the electronic
structure and the electrical charge population are analyzed.

2 Computational methods

Plane-wave ultrasoft pseudopotential method based on the density functional theory is
used in the calculations. The configurations of valence electrons are selected as C: 2s22p2,
N: 2s22p3, O: 2s22p4 and Ti: 3s23p63d24s2 when describing the ion solid interaction with
the valence electrons. The other orbital electrons are calculated as core electrons. The
PW91 generalized gradient approximation formulism for the exchange and correlation
function is chosen [20] in the calculations of anatase TiO2. According to the reference [21],
geometry parameters of TiO2 calculated by PBE [22] formulism and RPBE [23] formulism
are closer to the experimental values [24]. The Pulay density mixing method is used in
the computations of self-consistent field. The self-consistent accuracy is set to the de-
gree that every atomic energy converges to 2.0×10−6 eV and the force on every atom is
smaller than 0.1 eV/nm. The BFGS algorithm is used in the structural optimization of the
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model, and every atomic energy converges to 2.0×10−5 eV. First Brillouin zone is divided
into 5×5×3 k-point mesh. The cutoff energy is selected as 380 eV. All the calculations is
completed using CASTEP [25] software.

A structure of 2×2×1 supercell containing 48 atoms is established during calculation.
Three types of models in which N and C impurities replace O, Ti and the lattice intersti-
tial site are mainly considered for nonmetal doped TiO2. The structures of six models are
built, as shown in Fig. 1. A variety of compounds of N and C are incorporated to explore
the preparation conditions and stability of geometry structure when the chemical poten-
tials of N and C impurities are taken into consideration. The gas molecules are put into
a cubic lattice of 1 nm3 to calculate the total energy of N2 (g), NO (g) and NO2 (g). The
optimized bond lengths are 0.1119 nm, 0.1166 nm and 0.1203 nm, respectively. The error
of the result compared with other theoretical calculations is less than 2% [26]. Similarly,
CO (g) and CO2 (g) are calculated. The layered crystal structure of graphite is selected to
calculate the total energy for C element.

Figure 1: The structure of 2×2×1 supercell of nonmetal-doped TiO2. The small grey spheres, the black spheres
and the big grey spheres represent Ti atoms, O atoms and non-metallic impurity atoms, respectively.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Defect formation energy

The effect of different impurity atoms varies with the geometric structure of TiO2 when
the model of nonmetal doped TiO2 is optimized. The stability of the doped system also
changes a lot. The defect formation energy of nonmetal doped TiO2 is calculated to com-
pare the model structural stability of the doped TiO2 and the concentration of dopants.
For a defect with a charge q, its formation energy is expressed as

E f = ET(doped)−ET(undoped)+nNMµNM+nTiµTi+nOµO+q(EF+Eq
VBM). (1)
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Here ET (doped) is the total energy of the system containing the non-metallic impurity;
ET (undoped) is the total energy of the pure system; nTi and nO are the number of Ti and
O atoms removed; nNM is the number of non-metallic impurity atoms added; µNM, µTi
and µO are the chemical potentials of non-metallic impurity atoms, Ti and O, respectively;
E f is the Fermi energy measured from the valence-band maximum (VBM). The chemical
potentials depend on the experimental growth conditions, which can be Ti-rich or O-
rich (or anything in between). The effect of different impurities in the neutral charge
defects on formation energy is summarized in Tables 1 and 2. C impurities are selected
as graphite, gaseous CO and gaseous CO2, in which the valence of C element are 0, -2,
and -4. The N impurities are in the forms of gaseous N2, NO and NO2, in which the
valence of N element are 0, -2, and -4.

Table 1: The defect formation energy (in eV) of monodoped TiO2 with different impurity of C under various
growth conditions.

Types of defects Growth condition C CO CO2

CO
O-rich extreme 9. 02 9. 93 13. 51
Ti-rich extreme 3. 87 -0. 37 -1. 94

CTi
O-rich extreme -1. 24 -0. 34 3. 24
Ti-rich extreme 9. 06 4. 81 3. 24

Ci
O-rich extreme 5. 58 6. 49 10. 07
Ti-rich extreme 5. 58 1. 34 -0. 23

Table 2: The defect formation energy (in eV) of monodoped TiO2 with different impurity of N under various
growth conditions.

Types of defects Growth condition N2 NO NO2

NO
O-rich extreme 5. 18 4. 83 5. 95
Ti-rich extreme 0. 03 -5. 47 -9. 50

NTi
O-rich extreme 1. 89 1. 54 2. 66
Ti-rich extreme 11. 69 6. 69 2. 66

Ni
O-rich extreme 5. 72 5. 37 6. 49
Ti-rich extreme 5. 72 0. 22 -3. 81

Under O-rich condition, there are CTi defects with low defect formation energy in the
three reactants, of which the formation energy of doped TiO2 using graphite as dopant
source is the lowest, which is -1.24 eV, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. It means that the
concentration of CTi in doped TiO2 using graphite as dopant source is high under O-rich
condition. There are low formation energies of CO defect in the three reactants under Ti-
rich condition, of which the defect formation energy of doped TiO2 using CO2 as dopant
source is the lowest, which is -1.94 eV. This means that Ti-rich condition is beneficial for
the replacement of O atom by C atom. NTi defect under O-rich condition has low defect
formation energy with three kinds of impurity reactants for a variety of defects formed by
N-doping, of which the formation energy of doped TiO2 using NO as dopant source is the
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lowest, which is 1.54 eV. However, this formation energy of defects is significantly higher
than that in CTi situation. The cause may be that the electronegativity of N is greater
than that of C and is closer to that of O. The formation energy of NO defect is the lowest
among the three kinds of impurity under Ti-rich condition, of which the formation energy
of doped TiO2 using NO or NO2 as dopant source is negative. In summary, nonmetallic
elemental oxides in high valence contribute to doping under Ti-rich condition; elements
and oxide with low valence contribute to doping under O-rich condition.

It is important that accurate calculations and analysis of the influence of charged point
defects on the defect formation energy. According to a recent experimental study, N and
C will replace O in the lattice easily after annealing, because the electronegativity of N
and C is similar to that of O. The impurity atoms form bonds with the surrounding Ti
atoms after nonmetal-doping. Impurity energy levels are generated in the valence band
(VBM) or above the top of the VB in the band gap. The charge states of the defect model
replaced by N and Ti are calculated and analyzed, as shown in Fig. 2. There is a changed
energy level at the top of VBM. It is εCO (+1/-2) =EVBM+1.08 eV in triplet state after O is
replaced by C. It means that a few deep impurity energy levels emerge near the changed
energy level. There is also a changed energy level at the top of VBM. It is εNO (0/-1)
=EVBM+0.26 eV in single state after O is replaced by C. It means that a shallow impurity
energy level emerges near the changed energy level.

Figure 2: The function between the formation energy of the charge defects and the Fermi level of anatase TiO2,
solid points represent the positions of thermodynamically changed energy level ε(q1/q2): (a) O-rich condition,
(b) Ti-rich condition.

3.2 Electronic structure

The electronic structure is calculated to further analyze the effect of O position replaced
by nonmetal in TiO2 on the physical and chemical properties. Fig. 3 (a) shows the appear-
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ance of three defect energy levels in the band gap after O is replaced by C. The distances
from them to the original O 2p state are between 0.8 eV and 1.7 eV. Deep acceptor defect
energy levels emerge, all of which are provided by C 2p state. The figure shows that the
middle defect energy level is just filled up by electrons when the defect state is neutral.
In this case, the band gap of TiO2 in local position of defects is reduced by about 1 eV. The
reduction of band gap is beneficial for the visible light absorption, extending the region
of the absorption spectrum of the sunlight. However, there is an empty defect energy
level about 0.7 eV above the Fermi level, which easily becomes the recombination cen-
ter of photo-generated electrons and holes. Ti 3d energy level has moved a little which
reduces the band gap to 2.11 eV after N-doping, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). This is due to
the asymmetric strengthening of the crystal field around Ti, in other words, TiO6 octahe-
dron is distorted. There are two explanations. On one hand, N atom has one less outer
electron than O atom and the potential of N 2p states is slightly higher than that of O
2p states. On the other hand, N 2p orbital and Ti 3d orbital are hybridized. As a result,
N 2p states split. Part of them move down to VBM and overlap O 2p states, of which
one energy level shifts to 0.3 eV above the valence band and a defect level is generated
above VBM in the band gap. The defect energy level is semi-filled when it is neutral,
and easily becomes recombination center of electrons and holes. An electron on donor
level passivates a hole on the acceptor level inside the band gap, so the systems still keep
semiconductor character, which promotes the separation of electron-hole pairs excited by
photo irradiation.

The bond populations between C or N and the surrounding three Ti atoms are pos-
itive, which indicates that they are covalent bonds, as shown in Table 3. And such dif-
ference of the bond populations indicates that the covalent bond in the direction of c is
weaker than the other two bonds. Since electronegativity of N is stronger than that of C,

Figure 3: The energy band structure and the density of states in neutral defect states after C and N atoms
replacing O atoms in the anatase TiO2. The dashed line represents the position of the Fermi level.
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Table 3: The bond populations between three neighboring Ti atoms and C or N atoms which replace O atoms.

Type of bond Bond population
C-Tia 0.347
C-Tib 0.347
C-Tic 0.248
N-Tia 0.356
N-Tib 0.356
N-Tic 0.229

the N−Tia and N−Tib covalent bonds are stronger than those under C-doped condition.
However, the N−Tic bond is weaker than C−Tic bond.

Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate the electron density distribution of the C- and N-monodoped
anatase TiO2 lattice in the planes of “0, 1/2, 0” and “1/2, 0, 0”. It can be seen that C or
N combine with Ti in the form of covalent bond. As the outermost electron of C and
N atoms are two and one less than those of O atoms, respectively, the charge densities
around C and N atoms are smaller than that of O atom. The electronegativity of O, N and
C are 3.44, 3.04 and 2.55, respectively. It explains the incorporation of C is more likely to
generate covalent bond.

4 Conclusion

In summary, the defect formation energy of N- or C-monodoped TiO2 is affected by the
model and the type of doping. To be specific, Ti-rich condition contributes to N- or C-

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Electron density distribution map of C anion-doped anatase TiO2: (a) <0, 1/2, 0> plane, (b) <1/2,
0, 0> plane.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Electron density distribution map of N anion-doped anatase TiO2: (a) <0, 1/2, 0> plane, (b) <1/2,
0, 0> plane.

doping. The oxide of nonmetallic element for high valence facilitates doping under Ti-
rich condition. The element and oxide of low valence facilitate doping under O-rich
condition. By comparing the energy band structure of N-monodoped TiO2 with that of
C-monodoped TiO2, it is found that the latter narrows the band gap, which facilitates the
visible light absorption. However, it generates three deep impurity energy levels inside
the band gap, which easily become the recombination centers for electrons and holes,
thereby reducing the photocatalytic efficiency. The N-doping generated a half-filled im-
purity energy level near the top of VBM, which also easily forms the recombination cen-
ters for electrons and holes, but can be solved by adding an electron. From the electron
density map and the bond populations, it is concluded that the location of impurity en-
ergy levels is related to the electronegativity of dopants.
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